Forecasts for the Community by Students
at the University of Lowell

Abstract
Students in the meteorology program at the University of Lowell provide weather forecasts for the university community and for the residents of the Lowell area. The forecasting service is organized and run
entirely by the students through the University of Lowell student
chapter of the American Meteorological Society. Students record a
forecast and discussion on a phone answering machine and deliver
written forecasts to key university offices. The service recently expanded to include periodic discussions by students on the local cabletelevision station.

1. Introduction
This paper describes the effort made in the meteorology program of the Department of Earth Sciences at the University
of Lowell to disseminate current weather information and
forecasts to the university community and general public in
the greater-Lowell area. While other universities with meteorology programs certainly carry out similar activities, little discussion has appeared in the literature. Just as the description
by Schlegel (1977) can act as a guide to establishing a student
radio forecast program, it is hoped that our experience can
establish a framework for the broader use of student forecasts. It also is hoped that interaction among universities will
be stimulated on this subject so that we can all learn from
each other.
The services provided in this program can be divided into
two categories. The first is a forecast and discussion which is
utilized within the university. This service will be discussed in
the next section along with the forecasting procedures used
by the students. The second service is a recorded phone forecast and discussion, which is meant to serve the residents of
the greater-Lowell area. The operation of this service is described in Section 3. Section 4 discusses an extension of the
service to include occasional forecasts for the local cabletelevision station.
It should be noted that the program described here is operated entirely by the students of the meteorology program
through the University of Lowell student chapter of the
AMS. Faculty members monitor the forecasts closely and
occasionally make suggestions, but the day-to-day operation
is entirely the responsibility of the students.
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TABLE

1.
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Frank P. Colby, Jr.
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University of Lowell
Lowell, MA 01854

Summary of written-forecast dissemination.

Regular
Forecast
Dean of Students
Continuing Education
Campus Police
University Grounds Crew
Facilities Manager
Campus Radio Station

No
No
Yes
No
No
Yes

Convective Winter Summer
Severe
Storm
Heavy
Weather Forecast Rain
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

2. Forecasting procedure and the
written services
Students prepare forecasts using the normal National Weather
Service facsimile products and information from the Weather
Elements Analysis System of the University of Lowell
(WEASUL) described in the Appendix A. Forecasters work
in teams; an experienced forecaster is paired with an inexperienced one. Regular forecasts are made four times a day
at approximately 9:30 AM, 1:00 PM, 4:00 PM, and 10:30 PM
EST. An experienced forecaster is scheduled during the period between regular forecasts to be responsible for revising
the forecast or issuing an update if the conditions are changing rapidly. During winter-storm situations, the forecasts are
updated whenever new information becomes available—
often on a 24-hour basis as enthusiastic students monitor the
situation.
The text of the forecast is produced using a program on the
WEASUL. This menu-driven routine allows the forecast to
be typed in and edited, creates an online text file of the forecast, and prints copies with the appropriate headers for dissemination. This routine also contains help files to remind
forecasters of schedules for special-needs forecasts in various
weather situations, and retains copies of the five most-recent
forecasts for review. After printing, one of the forecasters is
responsible for delivering the written forecasts.
Several university departments are provided with specific
forecasts that have been tailored to their needs. Table 1
summarizes the types of forecasts utilized by various offices
within the university. Of prime importance during the school
year are forecasts of inclement weather which may cause
school closing. The offices of the Dean of Students and Continuing Education are responsible for the decision to close
the day programs or night school, respectively. These forecasts are frequently updated and hand delivered to the apVol. 67, No. 9, September 1986
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propriate offices. If a severe-weather watch or warning is
issued for the area, a phone call is placed to these offices first
to alert them to the situation.
The University Grounds Crew and Campus Police Department utilize forecasts of inclement weather to anticipate manpower and equipment needs. The University of Lowell has a
large percentage of commuting students, so parking-area
maintenance and traffic control are major concerns during
the school year.
The student-operated campus radio station is provided
with a general written forecast on a regular basis. This forecast is worded concisely and read at intervals by the disc
jockey. A longer forecast with discussion is taped by the forecaster and replayed on the air with the radio station's
newscast.
As a service to the students, a written forecast with a discussion of the current weather situation is posted at one end
of a covered passageway, which connects two building complexes on campus (see Fig. 1). This area receives a large volume of student traffic and this forecast has become quite
popular. When appropriate, skiing outlooks are also posted
here for the ski areas within easy driving distance from the
university, and travel forecasts for the local region are posted
before holiday breaks.
Quite recently, the WEASUL was connected to the university broadband local area network (LAN). The university offices listed in Table 1 are obtaining ports on the LAN (as part
of a broader computerization of the university) and plan to
install Decwriter terminals to allow access to the WEASUL
through the LAN. A special account has been established on
the WEASUL that automatically runs a menu-driven routine
allowing listing of any of the available forecasts. This service
will replace the hand-delivered forecast and allow all offices
on the LAN to obtain any forecast. In serious weather situations, the student forecaster will telephone the appropriate
offices and inform them of the weather situation. They can
obtain a detailed hardcopy via their LAN port.

3. The phone-recording forecast
A major component of the student forecast program is a discussion and forecast recorded on an announce-only phone
answering machine. The National Weather Service offers a
phone forecast for the Boston area, but this is a toll call from
the Lowell area and the weather in Lowell is often significantly different from Boston. The recorded forecast is specific to the Lowell area and updated whenever an online forecast or update is made.
The investment required to initiate this service was very
modest. An inexpensive phone answering machine was purchased (approximately $120) and a non-university phone line
was installed (approximately $80). A second, less-expensive
machine (approximately $50) is used to provide a taped message while the primary machine is being used to record a new
forecast. This second answering machine also serves as a
backup for the primary machine. The installation of an outside phone line was required to allow callers to access the recorded message without going through the university switchboard operator. The phone line is plugged directly into the
answering machine, so no outgoing calls can be made from

FIG. 1. A sample of a printed forecast sheet.

this line. Thus, the monthly charge is the minimum service
charge available (about $20 per month). Tapes for the answering machine are about $6 each and must be replaced every
three months due to wear.
The phone number is advertised weekly in the university
newspaper and the Lowell city newspaper carried a story
about the service soon after its inception in one of its Sunday
editions. In addition, a message appears on the Lowell cable
television station as part of their community bulletin-board
service.1 With only this minimum amount of advertising the
usage quickly grew to an average of about 200 calls per day in
normal weather conditions and up to over 600 calls per day
when winter storms are imminent. Several area businesses
that are affected by the weather have informed us that they
now use this phone service as their primary source of weather
information.
Most of the taped forecasts are 60 seconds in length and
consist of a weather discussion followed by the detailed forecast. In less-exciting weather situations students often discuss weather trivia or interesting weather phenomena occurring in other parts of the country. The students strive for a
level of professionalism comparable with the radio forecasts
provided by private firms. The students recently constructed
a small sound booth to improve the sound quality of the recording, and a direct-feed line to the campus radio station
from this booth is planned for the future.

1
The announcement aired on the local cable-television "community billboard" reads: "For accurate, up-to-date weather forecasts
and information call the University of Lowell Weather Center recording at: 453-3199—24 hours a day, 7 days a week, 365 days a
year."
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4. Discussions on local cable television
Activities have recently begun in the department, which are
viable as a direct result of the activities of the student forecasting group. These involve an extension of the forecasting service to include forecasts for the Lowell cable-television station, which airs a local area news program late each weekday
afternoon.
The newscasters and reporters from this station have come
to our department for weather information concerning important or unusual situations for about two years. By mutual
agreement, the frequency of weather "interviews" is increasing to as many as three or four per week. This creates a unique
opportunity for the students. Instead of the professors providing the weather discussion, the students are organized
into teams of four and are responsible for the production of
the cable television interviews. Each team makes the afternoon phone-recording forecast on its scheduled days and is
available for an on-air discussion and forecast if desired by
the cable station on that day. The team arrangement allows
maximum student participation, coordination of the two
forecasts (phone line and cable TV), and encourages the use
of a consensus forecast, which has been shown to be superior
to individual forecasts under most conditions (Bosart, 1983;
Sanders, 1979). Students with a strong interest in media forecasting obtain valuable on-air experience, as well as providing an additional service to the community.
In support of this on-air service, the students and faculty
have organized an informal seminar on broadcast meteorology. The seminar will meet about once every two weeks in the
university's Media Center on a strictly voluntary basis. Students will obtain practice in making forecast tapes and will
have the chance to both give and receive constructive criticism of the videotapes. The local student chapter of the AMS
has invited two broadcast meteorologists from commercial
Boston television stations to discuss special aspects of broadcast techniques and provide input into our seminar program.

5. Discussion
A program run by the students of the University of Lowell to
provide weather forecasts to the university community and
the local residents has been described. The program has
many benefits for all concerned. It gains exposure for the meteorology program within the university and provides good
public relations for the university with the surrounding region. It gives the students the opportunity to hone their forecasting, writing, and presentation skills while teaching them
the responsibilitiy of working within an operational schedule.
The forecasters are forced to face the problem of making a
forecast discussion intelligible, informative, and interesting,
and those students interested in broadcast meteorology are
able to gain practice in oral presentation. Perhaps most importantly though, the local residents are provided a free forecast specifically made for their geographic region.
The program described in Sections 2 and 3 of this paper
has been operational for over one year, and response from
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the university administration and the public has been very
good. The program will undoubtedly undergo a continual
evolution as the students try new services and improve on the
current ones, but the present success shows the viability and
potential benefits of a program such as the one described
here.
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credit for making the program a success. In particular, Mr. Paul
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Appendix A. Description of WEASUL
The Weather Elements Analysis System of the University of
Lowell (WEASUL) is a computerized data-collection and
-analysis system. The heart is a Digital MICRO/PDP-11
computer with 512 KB core, two 10.6 MB hard-disk drives,
and two 5lA inch removable-diskette drives (400 KB each).
The system currently supports two Lexidata high-resolution
graphics terminals, a Digital VT-220and two Digital LA 100
graphics printers. One printer is configured as a receive-only
terminal for processing text and graphics output directly
from application programs, and the other is spooled as the
system printer to service the print queue. The system monitors the FAA-604 weather data line through one modem
while a second modem allows dial-up service. The system is
connected to the university broadband local area network
that supports direct connection of the WEASUL to the university mainframe and mini-computers and access to the
WEASUL by any LAN user.
Most application programs are driven by Digital Indirect
Command Language (ICL) routines, which are user friendly.
The ICL routines typically prompt the user for information
required by an application and provide help at the request of
the user. The ICL routine then uses the input information to
collect the appropriate data files and run the necessary programs to produce the desired output. The application programs are written either in MACRO assembly language or
FORTRAN-77. The system is designed to allow a first-time
user to obtain all products with virtually no instruction by an
experienced user.
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